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The Centre for Principal Development at OISE is a relatively new organization

devoted to research and professional development. The research proLt am of the ('k itie

has been guided by an evolving framework aimed at better understanding the nature

causes and consequences of what principals do. The main focus or research in the

Centre was principals" practices (what they do): results of that esearch have been

described by Letthwood and .Montgomery (1986). More recently. the emphasis of the

Centre's research progn.im has shifted toward an exploration of external influences on

what principals do (e.g... Tilde'. and Leithwood. in press) and the internal mental -tates

which mediate -itch influences.

In this paper I rie-cribe the framework for the l_entre's research program and at

the wine time review research reported since about 1985. relei.ant to each of the com-

ponents of the framework; this is research undertaken by others. as well as Centre

research. Two purposes ztre to be served by the paper. One purpose is to Identify the

aspects of the principalship most in need of further research. A second purpose is to es-

tablish a context for better appreciating the significance of the three studies reported by

my colleagues (Stager. Cousins & Begley) in this symposium. These studies focus nn dif-

ferent aspects of principals' internal mental states or processes: cognitive flexibility

(Stager). values (Begley) and the processing of evaluation data (('ousins).

Framework

Figure 1 provides an overview- of the framework currently guiding the Centre's

research program. At first glance. the framework appears unreasonably determini-tic

and somewhat naive in terms of the flow of influence (from se_s of variables on the left

to sets of variables on the right). However, as the framework is used. I will be clearer

about the interactions among the six components contained within the ; major

categories of concepts labelled Impact. Practices and Influences.

The Figure is intended w suggest that what principals do their "practices"

(component #2) - i5 most directly a consequence of what they think their mental
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#1), although some aspects of their practices are more &rect in their impact. In order to

provide more detailed understanding of the framework and to assess the current state of

research knowledge about the principalship. empirical research reported in the past

several years was reviewed.

Review Method

Sampling Procedure

Because I have written three quite comprehensive prior reviews of research

Leithwnod. 1956: Letthwood Montgomery. 1982: Leithwood and Montgomery. 19861

the search iir new research was restricted to the period between 1985 and the present.

For the most part. the re% ie:v summarizes pre-1985 research and extends those results

with specific reference to current research. Several exceptions to this general reporting

strategy were made in the interests of comprehensiveness.

An electronic search through ERIC and Ontens (Ontaris is an Ontario electronic

database) files was completed and a manual search done of

relevant journals, books and the Dissertation Abstracts. The Canadian Education Index

and Canadian Books in Print were also searched manually. The ERIC search produced

approximately 1025 titles: these titles were widely dispersed in terms of national origin

but were predominantly written by U.S. authors. The other searches: combined.

produced approximately 100 titles. most authored by Canadians.

From the titles alluded to above: articles or books which met two criteria were

selected. In order to be reviewed a report had to be based on systematically collected em-

pirical evidence and include sufficient description to reconstruct the main elements of

the research methods used. These criteria reduced the number of titles from in excess of

1100 titles to the 61 studies included in this review. Studies of both elementary and

secondary principals were included in the review.
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Methodological Characteristics Of The Research

Table 1 summarizes the methodological characteristics of the 54 studies included

in the review. Such characteristics are reported for each study. separately, in Appenatx

A. Four broad categories were used to describe the designs used in the studies; one--,hot

surveys, and multiple case studies were the most conmon; followed by individual case

studies and a category labelled other. In the other category was Hiatt and Achilles

1986) modified "outlier" design.- combined with a survey a surveys repeated over

several years by Andrews. Soder and 4ocoby [986) and Montgomerie. .McIntosh ana

Mattson i 1987),

Six groups of people provided information in the studies: school staffs in a \,;_lrlet

of roles. school administrators. teachers., students. central office administrators.. ana

elected trustees. community members and others. Information was collected from two

groups of people In 12 studies and from three or more such groups in 14 instances. The

35 remaining studies relied on one source of information only.

The dominant sampling procedure was some form of non-random selection (e.g..

volunteers, principals designated as "highly effective"). Ten studies incorporated all

relevant respondents within a jurisdiction. usually a school district (in 5 cases) or a

state or province (in 5 cases). Seven studies sampled respondents randomly within a

Selected jurisdiction2 Sample stze varied considerably. Hart (1987) conducted a single

case study. at one extreme. whereas the Andrews et al. (1986) sample included a total of

4.448 teachers and :3,515 students. Twenty-two studies had sample sizes between 100

and 1000. InfOrmation was collected by one method only. in the case of :36 studies: this

was through questionna:res); interviews or observattons. Nineteen studies used two

sources of Information and three or more sources were used in six studies. Student ach-

ievement tests were among the instruments used In five studies.; As Table 1 indicates.

there was a disproportionate amount of attention given. within the 61studies. to three

of the five questions of interest in the review. The nature of principals'

practices was explored in almost 70 percent of the st ties. external Influences on such
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Table 1: Methodological CharactertAies Of Studies
(N=54)

COMPONENT METHODOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVES NUMBER
OF
STUDIES

Design survey 1:3

case study 4

multiple case ;turtles :20
other

RolP of chool administrator; principals. ass t. principals, 49
Subjects school talTs ,F:

iPachets I?
,tudent; 5
elected tiustees:. community members. other 1

_ern' at office adminit-trators 5

Samplinit non-I andom selection to
Procedure:, total population within a jurisdiction 11

random within a jurisdiction
. not reported or unclear

Sample . not reported or unclear .3

Sizes 1 1

2-10 10
. 11-99 21
. 100 - 1000 22
. more than 1000 3

Sources or . questionnaire only
Instruments interview only

. observation only

. 2 sources

.3 sources

. achievement tests

. external

Nature of
Intbrmacton

20
11

5
19
6
5
4

. influences on principals' practices 'obstacles,
mental processes

. nature of principals' practices and behaviors
factors influenced by principals

. impact of principals' practices

36
26
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practices in over 60 percent and mental processes of principals in about 43 percent of

the studies. Only five studies inquired into the classroom or school factors through

which principals impact on their schools. The nature and extent of that impact was ex-

plored in only six studies.

How much confidence can be placed in the results of this group of studies: given

such methodological characteristics? A detailed answer to this question will not be at-

tempted in this paper. Ihe studies. as a whole. however. are rnethodologicall, weak

(with a number of significant exceptions). For this reason theoerail ..4e,talt or picture

presented then to -olt, onti). be deceptive especiall., on resoeci to the hi:Litton-hop

depicted among the component- of the framework used for this re,1ew For extionoc.-

none of the designs used in the quantitative studies (majocrit) are well suited r.) e--

tablishing cause and effect relationships: triangulation. one method fb compensating for

weak designs by including multiple data sources and data collection procedures was used

in only a handful of studies (e.g., 6 studies used 3 or more data sources). Further al-

though a number of the single and multiple case studies. using qualitative techniques.

provided rich data about some of the relationships. the total number of these studies was

still not sufficient for drawing firm conclusions.

Results

Principals' Impact

The most recent ()Im, prior research reviews (Leithwood & Nfontonneo,. 198(3. ch.

11) identified 40 empirical studies of elementary principal:: impact on some ,Aspect 1)C

their schools. Six additional current studies were located fo the present review.4 Table

2 summarizes the results of the two sets of studies by indicating the nature of the im-

pact reported, the number of pre-I985 studies concerned with each type of impact tut

which there were data. ',he fiicus of research reported from 1985 through 1987 and

principals' practices found to have impact in the six current studies. Recent studio'

provided additional evident e concerning principals' impact on students' basic -kills.

8



teachers' job satisfaction and their use of innovatie teaching practices. Four additional

types of impact on teachers were explored in these studies.

Table 2: A summary of the results of research on the elementary
principal::: impact

\atute of
Principals' Impact

Dependent Vat tables,

\o. of Pre-
1965 Studies

1985-1987
Studies

Principak' Practice.
As.mciated ith Imoact
Independent Variables

1 Positive .tudent
attitude,. to%%ad
school
2 :wine% ement in
b.isic leading, math
skills

15 Andre%%s
t 1986

L . m..i.,itra tom
,d I esiwiL .,
i, 'ommunic i,i..n

-ii ill -it.n.LI1i,mnt
.1 % isible Dws.-n,

. ileu.. ei % Ltttsm
. tbsenteeism

)
-

4 ftl.tcheis )tin
sat [slat non

Blase -.t al
(1966,
Bi ady 1191$

.t mit: iti .11
k)t. ,i i lit 7 lit .
b .onsitieration

f pi incipal
supporti%eneAsi

5. Teachers' use
of innovati%e
practices

11 Sharman
(19871

id) e% aluation
(b) super% ision
(e, staff development

6 Teachers'
perception of
principals'
leadership

5 -

7. Teacher.'
loyalty to
principal

. Johnson
& Venable ( 19866

la) rule
administration
Ito hierai chical
influences

8. Teachers'
"zone of
acceptance"

- Hoy, &
Brmsn (1986)

considei Arlon
t pi incipal
suppoi n\ ene,:s)

9. Teachers'
perception of
staff intimacy

- Fii ady
(1985)

(.011,14114.0 ion
ipt incipal
su ppm ti% ones.;

10. Teacheis'
perceptions of
group ersus
indRidual
decision-makina

- Biath
(1985)

considei at ion
. pi incipal
suppot it\ enc.--

11. Teachei s' use
of interac to 0?
model for
curt iculuin
planning.

- Brady
(1985,

i onsidei it ion
, pi incipal
.uppoi ti% elle.,

Andrews et al. (1986) used the gain scores on students as standardired achieve-

ment tests to explore the effects of principals rated by their teacher- as -trona. avecaae

or w .ak leaders. Significant correlations were tound between achieeinent and stienath

of leadership for both math and reading ruin scores. In this st.u6. strength of leader-

ship was a function of (a) the extent to which the principal mobilized personnel and

9
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other types of resources to achieve the school's goals. (bi the clarity of communication

concerning the school's goals (c) the extent of active imoluement in the schools Instruc-

tional program. and (d) the extent to which the principal was a irate presence in dif-

ferent parts of the school (teachers were given these criteria).

Blase. Dedrick and Strathe (1986) used teachers responses to questions about

their principal's behavior.' stress caused by their principal and the principal's impact on

their classroom performance to explore correlations with teacher job satisfaction. A

modeatel, -tiing association '.vas found between teacher sati-action and the ut-..xet.

which the prin.:mak. initiation of structure the extent to %%filch a leaner initiates

i.intze- and delis es work to be clone and the manner to w hit.h it will be done, Atm ow-

-Aeration beim% tins tbeha\iot t elated to enhancing worker.- silt-esteeno wet e pet let

to help teacher perfOrmance. Brady (1985) found "principal suppoitiveness" or con-

sideration. in particular. to he the most consistently significant predictor of staff percep-

tions concerning the prevelence of group. as opposed to individual. decision-making in

the school. Such supportieness was also related. in the teachers' view, to principals' in-

volvement in curriculum decisions:the use of an interactive (lather than an objective- -

driven) curriculum planning model. intimacy among staff' and satisfaction with the

school curriculum.

Sharman (1987) explored the relationship between the degree of teachers'

plementation of a new math program and principals' evaluation. supemsion and staff

development initiatives. Results suggested that the more directl, such inittaties were

seen to support implementation the greater the level of use of the inno% anon by tea-

chers.

Loyalty. "the extent to which teachers are committed to the principal and hae an

unquestioning. faith and tr ust in the principal" (p.10) was the dependent %at table in tIn

Johnson and Venable (1986) study. Diffeient t.,pes of principals' rule acImintstiation be-

havior and principals' influence rn the -4 fool system him at chy were used as independent

variables. Results suggested differences arnotu elementary and -econdary teachers in

10
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their reaction to different types of rule administratton. Greater iuyaity among elemen-

tary teachers was most closely related to less "punishment centered" rule admit-n:0.1Am

(less conflict, less tension. and less explicit entnrcement of rules) by principals. More

representative rule admtnistration (punt rule. initiation and acceptance) was most

closely related to secondary teachers loyalty to the principal. The loyalty of both groups

of teachers was associated with their perception of the principals' ability and willingness

to exert influence upwards in the school iybtem hierarchy and to do things for the tea-

cher.

Ho% and Blown (198(i':. like Blas, et al. (1986) ano Brady (1985, exanunco

!vets proicipals initiation of sttucture and consideration. Both aspect- of

wete fOund to be telated to the teachers' "zone of acceptance" then teadines, ,teceot

decisions made fiir them by the principal). Together. these two sets of behaviots ac-

counted fin- W.,- of the variance in teachers' zone of' acceptance. As with Johnson and

Venable (1986). differences between elementary and secondary teachers were fnund.

Secondary teachers attributed overriding importance to the principals' initiation of

structure.

Summary and Conclusions: Principals' Impact

Table 2 suggests :It/MI-Want litnitatms of current knowledge about the nat of

principals' impact. Bayed On the number of studies alone. one can teasonably conclud

that principals are capable of ha% ing a significant influence on the basic skills achie%e-

ment of students. A recent review of school effects in the Third World (Fuller. 1987) also

attributes such impact to principals. As well. principals seem capable of influencing

teachers' adoption and use of innovative classroom practices and teachers' Job satisfac-

tion. Evidence concerning other types of impact is extremely thin. however. Foto -Lig-

gestions fi)r subsequent research on principals' impact seem warranted by this es, iclence.

First. research to date has been concerned with the principals' impact on im-

portant but highly restricted --et of student outcome,' (attitude, toward ba,tc

vandalism and absentettism). Such outcomes rellct neither the ,cope nut the. cm-
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phases of the full range of outcomes tin. their students to which many schools aspire.

Such schools. for example. often view basic math and leading skill. as instrumental in

fostering growth in higher order thinking skills and the acquisition of complex.

discipline-based concepts and theories. Many schools have also reSpOnSIblitt

ri)r assistin students in the development of social and attitudinal outcomes te.a.. -elf-

concept. esteem for the culture and custotns of ethers) of special importance in light of

cnangtng family and community contexts. Subsequent research should begin to inquiie

into how principals can impact on outcomes of this -out. 111.1teffillt. which lic,ttet letlect

the inis4.ion of so many elementary schools. in particular.

A second -ugge-uon for subsequent research conceins the natui of ot in. 1poi- 1:n-

pact on teachers. There is no underlying. comprehen-i%e theotv diLtatmg the thutcr b.

researchers of what types of impact on teachers to examine. Further. with the noteable

exception of teachers' use ot innovative practices. all of the research to date has tocussed

on attitudes und dispositions only loosely linked to teachers' pertinmances. Of mote

value. in future research. would be a choice or teacher outcomes driven by a theory or

theories of teacher growth in classroom effectiveness (see. for example. Baciiarai h. ('on-

ley & Shedd. 1987).

Third. perhaps the school characteristic currently of most interest to efforts to un-

derstand effective schools is school cult:ie, or ethos. This characteristic is not independ-

ent of 'students and teachers. It is. however. more romposue feature ..f -chiiols that

cannot be understood by looking only and -epaiately at students and teachei.s. While

schools which vary in effectiveness also appear to vary in the nature of then cultuie. it

is not clear whether principals' can significantly influence -chool culture. Thy- mak; -

culture a promising tbcus for attention in subsequent re:eat (1 on pt incipals. impact.

Finally. little attention has been devoted to clarifying the e!..iti%e impait on -tri-

dent outcomes of school administrators as compared with such ota 1el potential tntitleme,

as teachet characteristics. curriculum materials. testing programs. innovative teaching

practice,. and the like." Because rhool IMprovement art, ,tkVa- !United.



choices have to be made concerning school unpruvement strategies. Evidence of the rela-

tive impact on students that can be expected by impiovng principal effectiveness

(through training. for example) as compared with providing better curriculum nratertals.

etc.. is critical to such choice.7 As Farrel (in press) suLt-2-,ested. in schools devoid of

textbooks. as in many developing countries. the provision ot more texts can lead to sub-

stantial increases in student learning. On the other hand. where schools are reasnnabiy

weir equipped with texts. providing even more is not likely to have much etfect. The

same is likely to be true for "impr4-)ving the principal" as a strategy.

Principals' Practices

Thirty recent studies provided information about the 1)%eit beha%iors or practices

of principals: 4 studies inquired into roles: 5 described principals' overall patterns or

styles:, 7 fbcussed on the practices of "t,.oical principals" and: 14 studies examined the

practices of highly effective principals.

Roles

Mot to 1985. research on the principalship included eltbrts to clarify principals.

roles beginning from tAo quite different premises. One premise was that the role could

be viewed as predominantly unidimensional and the research objective was to discovei

the dimension which best captured the role. Principals. for example. were claimed to

play a largely managerial tole or largely a leadership role: they were concerned most

with administration or with instructional leadership (Cuban. 19S6). Results of this

research usually found typical practice consumed by managerial or administrate e tasks

but desired practice best captured in leadership roles fcused on substantive educational

decisions in the school.

Other research un principals' roles. however. was based on the premise that the

role was multidimensional. Sergivanni's ( 1984) five "leadership forces" illustrate

reasonably well the range of dimensions the principal's role was found to encompass in

this research. These dimensions included technical management acti%,Ities. provision of

13
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interpersonal support and encouragement to staff, instructional intervention. modeling

important goals and behaviors and signalling to others what is important (symbolic

leadership). and developing an appropriate and unique school culture.

All four of the current studies of principals roles assumed a multidimensional tel.%

of the role. Brubaker and Simon 1987) inquired about the actual and prefei red toles of

principals from among five possibilities: principal teacher, general manager. professional

and scientific managei. administrator and instructional leader. and carliculurn leader

Each of these roles was described in paragraph length and included at least several

dimensions of practice. Most principals viewed their present tole as administiatoi and

their pieferred rote as tnsti ucttonal leader. General mt.inaget was rated a distant second

as present tote Ind curriculum leader and prnfe,sional scientific manager tied for second

choice as preferred role. Gender differences emerged in this study with women giving

much higher ratings tier actual and preferred roles to administrator and instructional

leader and curriculum leader roles. Men. in contrast. rated the general manager role

much higher than women as both an actual and preferred role.

Gousha's (1986) survey also Inund highest ratings given to insti uction leadership

as a description of actual and preferred roles. Other roles rated highly were school

manager, personnel leader and disciplinarian. These role ratings wete not consistent

with principal& estimates of the time spent on live key task, associated with their tole.

School management and teacher student concerns (personnel leacletship) c .

40.8(-c and :34.1rr. respectively. School improvement (instructional leadership). t the

I ,thet hand. consumed only 15q of their time.

The disciplinarian role was the special focus of attention in Montgomery. McIntosh

and Mattson s (19,7) study. Opinions were solicited from Leachers. superintendent,.

principal~ and boari chairs concerning the relative unpin tance of roles played by pitn-

cipals. The franiewor k fOr this study was a modified version of Sergi()%anni's leader ship

frces: the disciplinary role was added and cultural and symbolic lot ces were collapsed.

Results of this study. combining the opittionn of the l'our p.roup:- of respondent, ..;.11.e
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strongest weight to the symbolic. disciplinarian and humanistic roles and least weight to

the instructional and technical roles. Teachers. however. showed a strong preferem.e for

the disciplinarian role of the principal.

A fourth study of roles by Bradeson (1985) identified three metaphors for the role

adopted by principals and others with whom they interacted. The role appeared to be

dominated by a metaphor of maintenance -- principal as the person who sees and under-

qands the total process and is responsible tier keeping the process g-oing. .About three

quarters of the time of mincipals was devoted to maintenance casks and about tive or

=ix percent of this time was devoted to tasks associated with earn of two additional role

metaphors -- survival and visin. Survival tasks were those lot used on nieetin., such im-

mediate needs as short range planning. The ability of the principal to holistically tiek%

the present. to reinterpret to all its constituents the schools mission and to speculate

about future directions was Bradeson's meaning of vision.

Patterns or Styles

Research aimed at describing patterns or styles of principal practice has examined

such practice in more depth than has the roles perspective: it has attempted either to

identify dominant orientations to the role without concern fin differences in impact in to

define progressively more effective styles or patterns of practice. Results of pre-I985

research using this approach are summarized by Leithwood and Montgomery (1986)

Figure 2 in terms of tour leadership styles identified in common across four studies.

Leadership style A is characterized by a focus on inter personal relationship; on

establishing a cooperative and congenial "climate" in the school and effective. collabora-

tive relationships with various tommunity and central office groups. Principals adopt-

ing this style seem to believe that such relationships are critical to their overall success

and provide a necessary springboard fin. more task-oriented activities in their schools.

Student achievement and well-being is the central fbcus of leadership style

B. Descriptions or this class or practices suggests that while such achievement and

being is the goal. principals (Ise a variety if means to accomplish it. these
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Figure 2: A comparison of patterns or styles of
principals' practices (Reproduced from Lett hwood

'Montgomery. 1986. p. 225

many of the interpersonal, administrative, and managerial beha lours that 1,,mide the

central focus of other styles.

Compared with styles A and B. there is less consistency. across the lour studies

reviewed. in the pia. classified as style C (program Imus). Principals adopting this

sty!e. nevertheless. share a concern li)r ensuring effective programs. improving the over-

all competence of their staff. and developing procedures tier carrying out tasks central to

program success. Compared with style A. the orientation is to the task. and developing

good interpersonal relations is viewed as a means to better task achievement Compared

with style B. there is a greater tendency to A. tem., the adoption and implementation id ap-

parently effective procedures improving; student outcomes as a Qua! -- rather than the

student outcomes themselves.

1 6
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Leadership style D is characterised by aimost exciusive attention to what is often

labelled "administrivia" -- the nuts and bolts of daily school organization and main-

tenance. Principals adopting, this style. according to all tour studies. are pieoccupied

with budgets, timetables, personnel administration. and requests tiw infOrmation from

others. They appear to have little time for instructional and curriculum decision-

making in their schools tend to become involved only in response to a crisis or a request.

Hail and his colleagues (Hall et al.. 1984) argued that their three styles

(responder. manager, initiator) have chtfeient effects on the process of school anpr

ment. Initiators are mote sucLessful in then school improvement erfoits. responders ate

least successful. Paragraph length descriptions are provided tint reach of these -1-,

hi order to better understand the specific practices associated with each or the

Hall et al. styles. Stevens and Marsh (1987) inquired about principals' vision and

strategies for achieving their vision. Results suggested that more effectiYe styles were

associated with a greater number and better integrated visions more directly focused tin

program-related matters. More effective styles also were associated with a greater range

or strategies and more effort in their strategies to focus on a cor 'nnation Of daily. ,malt-

scale and comprehensive, large-scale changes.

Research by Leithwood and Montgomery (1986) resulted in a much 'note detailed

(chapter length) description of Lout multidimensional patterns of practice ordered from

least to most effective in accomplishing a complex array of student outcomes. the pat-

terns are labelled administrator (least effective). humanitarian. program manager and

systematic problem solver (most effective).

Three additional studies since 1985 have tOcused on principals' styles more or less

chiectly based on a conception of leadership provided by the Ohio State Leadership

Studies in the 1960's. Consideration and initiation or structure are the tyyo dimensions

defining this conception. Hoy and Brown's (1986) survey suggested that high degrees of

both principals' consideration and (especially) 'natation ol structure influenced teacheis

readiness w accept decisions made tinr them by principal, (their "mile tit acceptance").
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Blase et at. (1986) reported similar results in relation to teacher satisfaction and class-

room performance. Teachers and principals responding to Brady.s (1985) survey at-

tributed substantial importance to the suppot tiveness (or consideration) ut principals in

fostering a variety of desirable attitudes among staff.

Typical Practice

Judged by the quantity of research available: interest in describing multiple pat-

terns or shies of practice has been quite restricted. In contrast, there have been a i.la-

tiely large number ut studies designed to describe and understand both "tvpicat" and

effecto.e" tbrms of practice. Of the 75 empirical studies conducted betv.ten 1:)77)

and 1985 included in the Leithm.00d,(Montgomery (1986) reviel.v. 52 (69'r) ere concerned

wholly. or in part: with the nature of typical practice. These studies were almost eeni

split in their use of either survey research strategies or more in-depth methods. variously

called ethnographies, case studies or field studies.

Studies of typical practice usually differ from studies of principal roles and pat-

terns of practice in terms of the detail of information they seek to provide: this is espe-

cially the case for studies that have used ethnographic. case and field study methods

Leithwood and Montgomery's (1986) "dimensions" of principals' practices or beha% tor

are a useful tool tier bringing some conceptual coherence to such detailed description,.

These dimensions include (a) the goals' principals attempt to achieve in their schools

(nature, source and use of such goals), (b) factors in classrooms and that school which

principals believe they must influence to accomplish their goals (choice of factors. nature

of expectations held for factors. source or these expectations). (c) strategies used to in-

fluence such factors (criteria for choosing str.:tegies. emphasis among strategies. charac-

teristics of strategies) and (d) the nature o ision-making processes. The summai y of

the administrative pattern of practice (level 1, least effective). illustiats the results ut

research up to 1985 concerning typical principal practice in each of the-c thur chmen-

oons:
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(a) Goals

derived from personal needs

locus on school administration rather than students

pursuit of instructional goals considered to be responsibility of staff not
principal

conveys goals to others if requested

(b) Factors

attempts to influence factois bearing on school appea"ance and .lay-to -ria%
operations ;mostly non-classroom t'actors

expectations within factors are vague

expectations are derived from personal experiences

(c) Strategies

chooses strategies based on personal need to maintain administrative con-
trol and remain uninvolved in classroom decisions

strategies mostly limited to use of vested authority and assisting staff with
routine tasks

attends to factor-specific strategies in a superficial way if requested to do -r

(d) Decision-making

uses primarily autocratic forms of decision-making

decision processes oriented toward smooth school administration and based
on personal sources of infOrmation

decision processes are reactive. inconsistent., and rarely monitored.

Of the seven recent studies included in this review. five used variants 4 the more

in-depth research strategies already mentioned. All but one of these studies pro% tiled in-

iiirmation about at least one of the fOur dimension- above. Kingdon 19851 compat ed ex-

pectations 'Or the role of the full time teaching principal. on the part of such principal-.

with expectations normally held for the role: other aspects of their activity ete also ex-

amined. Few differences in expectations were fOund but teaching principal- did _ae

19
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first priority to their teaching assignments and did most of their administrative work

outside regular school hours.

Bradeson (1986) was the only study to provide information about the goals of the

typical principal. Such information was available in his analysis of the purposes served

by carefully recorded daily communications. These purposes and the percentage of com-

munications devoted w them by principals were ta) maintenance messages. concerned

with policies and procedures -19.Sr;-). tbi human messages: concerning peoples' attitudes.

morale and satisfaction (25.6r; ). (c) task messages. concerned with the quality and

tits of educational set . ices (2:3.7cr) and (d) innoation message-. concerned .%ith -chool

improvement !let). These tour sets of purposes coriesponci clo,el% to the toci inal(o

concern in each of the four patterns of practice reported by Leithwood and Mon Lome!.

(1986). "Running a smooth "ship" (p. 17) both organizationally and interpersonally. ap-

peared to preoccupy the typical principal."

The single study of principals' decision-making. among the seven reviewed. was

conducted in seven secondary schools in Great Britain (Chater. 1985). No effort %vas

made to identify relative levels of effectiveness of their principals (heads). Results silo-

gested that while most principals sought relatively low involvement from staff nn finan-

cial matters there was some variation among schools in other decision areas. Many staff

were satisfied to have low levels of involvement in school decisions because it tectuced

their uncertainty. Only one school used htghly participatory of decision-rnakm41

staff liked tt that way.

Three studtes provided information about prtncipals' strategtes. Focusing on com-

inuntcation pattern,. Biadeson (1986) bound considerable variation in the location of

principals' communication. Almost three quarters of principals' activities were inteper-

sonal and took place with only one other person -- over half involving tare-to-face con-

tact. The main thrust of these results was replicated by Davies (1987) in Great Britatn

and by Gaily (1986) in Israel. In flict. typical principals' activities in most count] tes

where data are available (e.g.. U.S.. (.anada. Australia. Great Britatn. Israel) appear to

he characterized by brevity. fragmentation and variety.

20
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Four studies touching on factors principals tralueric. pro'cide minimal informatton

about practices within this component. hams (1986) inguti.ed into princtpius' nt

tluence on 14 components (factors) of teachers' instruction. Classroom compn-aton,

teaching materials and resources and instructional methods were fictors prtnctpal per

ceived themselves to tntluence. Instructional methods. triLluchng student grouping.

facilities and the community were domains factors) used by Gaily t1986) to explore the

location of administrative activities. The extent to which principal, influenced these

factors was not ex; bored in this -tudy. A similarly designed study tit Great Br Italt1

Dimes:. 1987). although nut (tweedy investigating. -pecific victor, influenced prin-

cipals. suggested that head, pent nearly half thew time dealing with classroom factor,.

This is rot typical practice in most countries and may be a function of the traditional

"head-teacher" role of the headmaster in Great Britain. Ehiametalor (1985) examined

the actual and expected levels of performance of principals in Niger is in influencing fac-

tors classified as curriculum and instruction. staff and students. the community. school

organization and structure, and budget. Principals were classified by age. experience

and training. For the most part. all categories of principals pertbrmed be expected

levels: performance was substantially htgher, however. tor prtnctpal, with 12-19 tear,

experience.

Effective Practice

A relatively large amount of research activity was denoted to stuches of effective

practice between 1975 and 1985: Leiths,vood and Montgo..,ery (1986) identified 51 such

studies in their review. .As was characteristic of research on typical practice. studies of

effecttve practice were appioxtmately evenly ch'cided between survey designs and de,ign-

variously referred to as ethnographies. case and lield studies.

The summary of the sy,temaire. problem -oker pattern of practice 'level 4. most

effective), illustrates the result-, of research up to 1985 concerning highly ellectRe pi tn-

ctpal practice:
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(:.) Goals

selected from multiple public sources

highly ambitious thr r 11 students

transfOrmed into short term goals tbr planning

used to actively increase consistency among staff in directions they pursue

(b) Factors

attempts to influence all factor:, bearing on achievement

expectation, within facto, are specific

expectations derived ,r research and professional Judgement

(c) Strategies

uses a wide variety of strategies

criteria for choice ineludf! goals. factors, context, and perceived obstacles

makes extensive use of factorTeed-lc f,trategies to achieve goals

(d) Decision-Making

skilled in use of mut, l)rms: m ches form to setting and works toward
high levels of participa

decision processes oriented toward goals of education. based on information
from personnel, protessiona and research sources

anticipates. initiates. anr.: monitors decision processes

Thirteen current studies of effective practice were included in this review. Three

of these studies explicitly comp.ired typical and effective practice. By far the large-t

proportion of attention r 12 studies0 was dewted, in the -Riches, tu - trategtes u-ed

principals: friui -tudies spoke to the goal, of effective prim. ipals. two concerned Lictor

Lind three described aspects of decision-making.

With respect to goals. highly effective principal:, were found to demonstrate high

level , of commitment to goals Cor the schools. especially instructional goals. They en-

sured that school instructional goal, m.411, congruent with district policies. -4uch pt in-

n2
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opals articulated an overall vision for the school which is multifaceted. This vision

emerges from a belief that all children can learn what the school has to offer. Effectie

principals set relatively high professional and school standards for goal achievement and

actively worked toward the development of widespread agreement concerning such stan-

dards (Taylor. 1986: Dwyer. 1986: Andrews et al. 1986: Larsen. 1987).

Two studies provided information about effective principals approach to

classrooms and school factots. Larsen's 11987) data suggested substantial eff;nt, to in-

fluence the classroom curriculum. teachers' instructional behavior-. material iesources

f)r instruction and the .-- enek al emironment of the ,chool _Inmate of . e

(1986) study identified se% en tarLltts principa k: k uct u t e. tLl111)11.-

student relations: the enironment. plant and equipment. cominti t re:ations. and in-

stitutional relations.

T' .e relatively large number of studies identifying strategies used by effective prin-

cipals generated 22 such strategies. Ten of these strategies were identified in just one

study and are not reported here. Those strategies identified in three or more studies in-

cluded:

:%lonitormg student progress

Teacher evaluation and supervision

Establishing and communicating clear. high expectations tin. -tudents and
staff

Establishing and enforcing an equitable discipline code

Maintaining a positive school climate

Strategies associated with effective principals in two studies included:

Goal setting. planning and program development

Mobilizing and allocating re-ources

Modelling

Being actively involved in staff development for teachers zind self



Developing good working relationships with staff. community and central of-
fice staff

Two of the three studies touching on effectr.,e decision-making: processes of prin-

cipals provide additional support for already well-established claims concerning the

benefits of participatory decision-making. Stanard's 11986) case study of a single pi in-

cipal attributed a portion of the principal's success in solving discipline problems to her

involvement of parent: and staff in both curriculum and discipline dect-,uns. -Johnsen

and Venable t 1986) timid that participatory forms of decision-making I"repies,

rule administration") were as-ociated with greater teacher loyalty to the :ninctoal

among at least seeundai% teacher-: the data were less conclusive with respect t o t ,14-tn. !I-

tal. teachers.

High and Achilles- (1986) data were partly at odds with the general suppui I found

[Or participatory forms of decision-making. Their study inquired into principals' and

teachers' preferences for the use of seven different bases of social power by the principal.

Teachers ranked highest bases of power labelled expert power. legitimate authority and

norm setting power. Principals awarded more potential to involvement and less to

legitimate authority bases than did teachers. These result, prompted High and \chilies

to comment. in their conclusions:

Principals in genet al have apparently been reading too inueh of the 1960-s
literature (togetherness) and believing it." (p. 15)

Summary and Conclusion: Principals'.Practices

The JO recent studies of principals' practices re% iewed in this section of the paper

provide intiirmation about principals' roles, diffeient pattet ns or styles typical piacuees

and effective practices.

The significance of research on roles appears to he threefold. Fo st. the pi incipals.

role is clearly multidimensional and further eltiirts to identify the "mo:st Iwo, taut"

dimension would he misdirected. second. among the many role eau:L:4)11es used as

frameworks for research. Sergiovanni's five "leadership tierces" supplemented by a dis-

ciplinary category seems to represent a%ailable data as well as any. Finally. in 1p.:11i iii

x`34



the more detailed knowledp about principal, practices generated from other perspec-

tives. a role perspective no longer otters a useful framework tin. subsequent research.

Research on patterns or styles of practice supports the .aim that principals carry

out the job in distinctly different ways. Most of these differences are well represented by

tour foci: a student achievement focus. a program focus,. an interpersonal focus and a

focus nn routine maintenance activities. Furthermore. these tort appeal to con,titute

levels of effectkeness in which the main concerns detimit. lower leei, R.4..

routine maintenance, are incorporated into and :ubstimen b the I ilthern,

higher ievek a student :Achievement focus).

fticUS on

The. eterl,-1%el tet-eurdied dimensions n leadeiship labelled t.on-Idelaiton and in-

itiating ,ti ticture are impoi tam dimensions within each of these four levels or ,ty

consideration being the main concern of principals with an interpersonal focus. But fur-

ther research within the limitations of theoretical and methodological frameworks tradi-

tionally used to explore these dimensions cannot be justified: the importance of the two

dimensions is no longer in que,tion. Detailed knowledge or practice within each dime!).

:ion is what is still kicking.

Recent studies of typical practices reinforce but do not extend prior knowledge

about such practices. Such stuche, paint a surprisingly uniform picture of such practice

across many national contexts. Heads in Great Britain were somewhat unique in then

orientation 11) el at.tsroont factor,.

Finally. recent research on effective principai practices confirmed the central role

of principals' goal, -- their nature. source and uses -- in explaining effectode practice.

these 4tials central part of the dision principals use to bung. consistency to an

other wise unmanageably. diverse set of demand,. Ettectke principal, act w influence

broad at ray ot.,choot factors .,ith an extenske tepertoire of ,trategie,. Their m mime,

are expre:.sect rn their day-w-day actions. they are better attuned. than are typical pi in-

opals. to behaviois that actually influence teachers. Effective principals use pai-

ticipatory decision-making selecti,ely but frequently. depending on then assessment of

the context.



Influences on Principal Practices

Influences on principals' practices were examined using two sets of researcn. The

first net tncluded 18 empirical -tudies previously analysed by Leithwood and

Montgomery in their 1982 literature review: results of these studies are only briefly

summartzed in this section. The second set. receiving more attention. included studies

reported from 1982 through 1987. with greatest emphasis on Ole 1985 to 19N7 period.

These studies were organized. tin- purposes of this review. accoidinL-. to then oncep-

tualization of independent. mediating and oependent variable-. as f)ilows:

Set A: Stuclie:, which defined external influences as the independent varianit and
prim.:pals practice- as dependent variables nirdiating vat . P:,
review.; of literature ,poke onk to this -et of relation-nip -:

Set B: Studies which defined external intlaence- as independent al lubie- and
principals' internal mental states or processes as dependent variables:

Set, C: Studies which defined internal mental states or processes a.: independent %ai-
ables and prini.:ipals' practices as dependent variables:

Set EY Studies which cleaned external influences as independent variables. internal
mental states or processes as mediating variables and principals' practices as
dependent variables.

Set A: ExternalAnfluences and Principals" Practices

Aationships between external influences and princtpals' practiLes we explored

revrous literature review and two more recent survey studies-.

Leithwood and Montgomery's (1982) review of 18 rele%,rnt studies identified 5

classes of "obstacles" standing in the way of prima lls prikiding instructional leader.

ship (the dependent variable): tour of these were external t.) the principal

Obstacles presented to principals by teachers included th,. following:

;ack of knowledge :.1.nd skill about new pc act ices

uneen prnfession,i1

lack of motivation to change. to participate in In-4T% lee training.. and to
collaborate, in planning

teach. a Uttmon

const: on prngram decision-making resulting from collect e bargaining
and un n contracts.
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Several features of the principal's role were viewed as obstacles. These included

the following:

ambiguity: unclear expectations, conflict about responsibilities

complexity: number of people to consider. number of tasks.

Those characteristics of school systems identified as obstacles to pi incipals were as

follows:

hierarchical structures and problems they created to makin4 (_hanges

excessively rigid and time-consuming pollen,- and procedure-

provision of inadequate resources

conservative stance of central ,Administrators toward school- initiated
change.

Finally, the community was also viewed as a source of obstacles to principals in

their efforts to be more effective. These included:

the interests of parents (too much or too little)

pressure of special interest groups in the community

excessively conservative views about the nature of appropriate school
programs

Four recent studies provided suppot t for the general thrust of the results ie,iewed

by Lett hwood and Montgomery (1982). In a follow-up study by Leithwoud and

Montgomery (198 -t). principals reported having only moderate concerns about the titui

-ets of obstacles (above) as a whole. Obstacles associated with school systems appealed

to present the greatest difficulties but no strong relationships were tOund between

classes of obstacles and princiOs effectiveness.

Obstacles associated with the system also dominated e,Idence presented by Clow

son and Morris (1985) and Louis (in press). Crowson & Morris (19,5) suggested that. in

one large urban school district. between a half and a third of principals' time was con-

sumed in responding to fOrmal. hierarchical controls larLY,or, having to do with budget.

personnel and pupil behavior. informal reward systems provided by the sy-tem

27
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getting a better school. promotion) attracted considerable additional time of principals.

Louis (in press) also reported a strong- but indirect influence by superintendents and

other district office staff on the planning and design of z..chool improvement elfin is in a

large sample of U.S. secondary schools. While the board was not the dominant source of

problems in school improvement efforts. conflicts with district office staff. staff tur-

novers, competing priorities for change and eroded school autonomy were viewed by a

large proportion of principals _is serious challenges to their school improvement inttLi-

tives. The main thrust of these findings was supported by Gousha (1966).

Leithwood and Sta2-,et's I966i stuck of problem solving processes suggested that

highly eifective principals.

with administrative experience. become more reflective about their own
processes and refine these processes over time:

although similar to moderately effective principals in general moral values
and in personal values. are more influenced by their beliefs concerning
principals' roles and responsibilities, and are more able to specify clay-to-day
consequences of such beliefs:

are more aware of school system needs and requirements and try harder to
take them into account in school-level problem solving:

dei ive mine personal enjoyment from problem solving and. partly as a con-
sequence this. are more proactive in dealing with school problems.

Finally: Tracy (1985) and Brubaker & Simon (1987) linked differences in the

socialization expei iences of men and women with differences in career aspirations and

view of' the principals' role. Such experiences appear to cause more men to seek the

principalship earlier in their careers (before age :30) and to aspire to the superintendency

as a careen move. Gender related socialization experiences also seemed to corm ibute to a

reiatively large proportion of women viewing themselves more as curiiculum and in-

structional leaders: relatively larger ptopottions of men. in contrast. viewed them -eyes

as general managers. Greater amounts of firmal education was also as-mulled with ,A

tendency for principals to view themselves as curriculum and in-ti uctional leaden,.



Set B: External Influences and Internal Mental States or Processes

Eight studies were identified which provided data on the relationship between ex-

ternal influences and internal mental processes. Two of the eight studies cwicetned per-

ceived job stress or feelings of "burnout" (Sarros and Friesen. 1987: Kottkamp and Trav-

los. 1986). Volume of work. poor interpersonal relations with staff and others. pressures

from higher authoitties and role conflict were external facto.s appearing to contribute to

feelings of burnout.

Three studies examined a vailetv of external influences on principals Job satEsfac-

Lion (Caldwell and Paul. 1984: Sparkes. 1986: Gunn & Floldawa External in-

fluences identified in these studies coltributing to positive attitude- it: ward .,he lob in-

cluded larger school and communit!, size, length of expel tence in the role and mole

qualification. training. Such influences also included teacher ability. cooperative teacher

ittitudes, recognition by others of one's work and relatively lower levels of conflict and

workload.

Set C: Internal Mental Processes and Principals' Practices

The relationship between internal mental processes and principals' practices

seems to be a much neglected area of inquiry yet vital to an understanding of what pi in-

cipals do. Five studies conducted since 1985 and which focus on this area of the prin-

cipalship were located. The independent variables in these studies were ptincipals

beliefs, values and problem solving processes.

Taylor (1986) reported a strong association between the effectiveness or principals

and their belief that all students can learn. Principals use of student achievement data

in decision-making was associated. by Glasman (1985). with three sets of beliefs pi in-

opals concerninE; their control ever the use of such data. and its value in piogi am and

teacher evaluation.

Using a hierarchy of values proposed by Hodgkinson :1978). Begle: !198N) in-

quired into the role of such values in pi incipals' decisions to adopt microcomputet tech-

nology in their schools. Principals with water knowledge of the innoatton and

29
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with an instructional orientation to their rotes were more likely to make their adoption

decision using the valut "consequences for students." Other principals more often based

their decisions on their personal preferences or some broad moral principle. Values of

consequence increased as the basis for choice with increased knowledge among all types

of principals.

Leithwood and Stager (1986. 1987) compared problem solving processes used by

"highly effective" as compared with more "typical" principals. Their 1986 study

reported significant differences between the two groups in their classification and

management of problems and the specific problem s-olving strategies urea. Their I9`-

study inquired. in more detail. into problem solving ,trategie.., urea in iesponse to

tt messy., or unstructured problems. Differences between effective and typical principals

were found in their interpretation or problem finding processes. the goals they pursued

in problem solving and the nature and rote of principles or values. Differences were alsc

reported in relation to perceived constraints on problem solving, specific solution

processes and mood. In general. effective principals demonstrated high levels of cog-

nitive flexibility during problem solving as compared wii,h their typical peers

Set D: External Influences, Internal Mental States or Processes and Principals'

Practices

The five studies in this set address three problems. The first problem. addressed

by Daresl (i987) and Marshal & Greenfield (1987) concerns effectiveness in the early

years of the principalship. These studies suggest that reduced effectiveness in ones

early years as a principal and one's unwillingness to take risks is a direct function of in-

adequate skills (internal states) in (a carrying out routine administrative procedures.

(b) conflict management and (c) determining system-wide decision-making processes. It

is also a function of feelings of dissonance with one's values and reduced excitement

about school improvement. Such feelings and skill deficiencies are. in turn. attributed to

external influences. notably restricted administrative experiences as a vice principal, in-

adequate formal training for the role and socialization processes prior to assuming the

principalship.

30
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Effective principals differ from their less effective peers. in part. in terms of the

extent and quality of information used in their decision-making. McColskey. Altschuld

and Lawton (1985) inquired into the reasons for variation among principals in this corn,

ponent of their practice. Training in social science research methods apps iced to be an

important external influence on such practice. Openmindedness and beliefs concerning

the principal's role and the autonomy and power available to effect change in the school

were internal influences identified.

Cousins forthcoming) studied principals' use for professional development of ap-

praisal data concerning their own perfGrmance. He found that principals' attitudes

toward the appraisal process were E.redictive of the extent to which they learned about

their performance. Attitudes were found to be associated with high levels of motivation

for professional growth and inversely related to principals" experience and working

knowledge. Use of appraisal data for decision-making was found to be linked to external

variables (e.g., nature of decision to be made. communicative aspects of the appraisal

process).

Finally, Trider and Leithwood (in press) and Leithwood (1986) found significant dif-

ferences in influences on principals. practices depending on (a) the principals' orientation

to the role (b) stage in the implementation process and (c) the principals training anci,or

policy-relevant knowledge. More instructionally oriented principals were less influenced

by board or district factors and more guided by their own beliefs. As implementation

proceeded. organizational context factors (e.g.. staff input to decisions) within the school

took on greater significance for all principals to the extent that such factors had the

potential for solving emerging problems of implementation in the school: so, too. did the

support available from various groups outside the school. This was consistent with

evidence reported by Fullan. Anderson & Newton (1986) in relation to secondary school

principals' efforts to implement a major instructional innovation in their school.

Finally, school administrators with specialized knowledge in the policy area being =pie-

m( ited mare decisions in a relative12, autonomous fashion -- guided largely by their own
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beliefs. These findings suggest the possibility. in fact. that principals' special knowledge

(often the result of training) is one of the central determinants of the pattern of policy

implementation behavior in which they engage. Principals without special knowledge

seemed to rely extensively on the guidance provided by centrai office staff and the exist-

ing skills of staff. Perhaps their concern tbr working relationships can be attributed to

their dependence on knowledge possessed by others and their desire to gain cooperation

from such people to apply that knowledge in their school.

Summary and Conclusion:_Influences on Principals' Practices

B. way of -:ummarizing this review of influence, on principal,' practices.

types of external factors have been identified: the prinupais. t expectations.

complexity). a large cluster of influences concerning the attitudes. abilities and be-

haviors of others (e.g.. teachers' willingness to innovate). chat acteristics of the school

system (e.g., district policies and procedures) and the principals' own "background" (e.g..

training, socialization experiences). These external factors interact with principals' in-

ternal mental processes and states: personal traits (e.g., openmindedness), knowledge

and beliefs (e.g.. about what is best for students), values (e.g.. consequences for

students), attitudes and feelings (e.g., job satisfaction) and skills (e.g.. problem soli ink.

conflict management). Through such interactions the specific nature and effectiveness

of principals' practices are shaped.

Training, an external factor associated with the principal's own background was

associated with a number of internal states as well as with principals' practices. Mute

-:pecific:ally. formal types of training were associated with:

1. belief, about the principal', role (more training was associated with an in-
,tructional leadership view IA the role):

2. belief's :about the utility of formal evaluation data. as well as other intbrinal
,mice, of intrmatin and a tendency to both collect and use more of this
infitrmation in practice (..n attribute of effective practice). These beliefs
wet e spectfically associated with training in social science research methods:

J. knowledge about educational policies and their meaning, in practice. Such
knowledge had a significant bearing on the w:iy principals Implemented
policies initiated from outside their schools:
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4. job satisfaction. Principals with higher levels of Coma' qualifleation.s tier
the role reported higher levels of sucn satisfaction.

Informal types of training were also associated with internal states and practices.

These forms of training included general socialization experiences in the profession and

on the job training resulting from one's career path to the principalship ( the two types

are not generally different). General socialization experiences appeared to be the under-

lying cause of ;ender differences in such internal states as principals view of their role.

career aspirations and effectiveness in prodding instructional leader-hip. Informal. on-

i.he-job training as a vice principal was typically reported to be a habillty to etfectie

actice 'oecause of the re.stricted opportunities provided for the develooment ;eager-

ship ar.d because of its numbing effect on one's inotiation and enthusiasm :or

school improvement.

Two implications tbr future research and practice merit highlighting by way of

conclusion. First, the body or research evidence currently available which identitie, and

establishes relationships among external influences, internal states and pi inc'pak pt ac-

tices is extremely limited in quantity. It is also uneven in quality both conceptually, and

methodologically: for instance, there are no experimental studies exploring cause and ef-

fect relationships and little of the research is guided by a coherent thew to explain or

suggest relationships among the variables of interest. There is a greater need for

research exploring these relationships than there is more descriptive reseaich on effec-

tive practice. for example.

The second implication concerns practice. At least based on the ekidence reviewed

in this paper. training is clearly a powerful influence on what principal- do. Further-

more. even though formal training programs are often the -ubiect of much cram-sm.

they appear to warrant considerable -upport as -trategies for educational impros.ement.

Informal. on-the-job training appear- to have been a badly neglected akenue tdr posi-

tively influencing practice. It appears. nevertheless. to offer considerable proini-e

properly restructured.
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Final Comments

Summaries at the end of each subsection of this review have noted areas in which

knowledge is extensive and relativet, robust: specific areas appearing to be most in need

of further research were also identified. At the rik of too sweeping a generatiration. it

appears that we know most about effective practice (at least in relation to a rests icted

set of valuable outcomes for students and staff) and least about how such practice

develops. If this is true: much could be learned through future. quasi-expel imental field

studies k lc h included active.. continuous intervention beginning in the eat

aspiring admini-trators' decc.1opment and continuing at !east thioub their tir,t -e' era'

'ears in the role. Intervention would be best if it .,ere comptenen,ike inviticif e\-

arnpie, a redesign of informal socialization experiences (including career paths l. proc I-

sion 4)f mentors. longterm formal training programs. peer-assisted coaching and prac-

ticum experiences.

Such longitudinal studies are. of course. difficult to support from agencies which

typically fund research. But school districts have much to gain through such research

and many are likely to find support fo'r such work. In any event. such longtet m col-

laborative field studies. involving active and sustained intervention. are pal t the fu-

ture research agenda for the Centre for Principal Development.
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Notes

'This design involves selecting two groups of schools (using specified criteria). one

group considered to be exceptionally "effective" and one group considered to be ineffec-

tive. Characteristics of the two groups of -chools are then compared.

2Montp.,otner% et ai. (197). Brady (1985). ( airman &

.1987). Trao 4195). Arubayi (1966). Ehtainetalor 41985 ).

'. \ndiewl... Slide! and Jacoby (1986). Andrews '19,',6). & \chine-

Bradeson (1966). Coleman & Hoffer (1987).

4Andrews (1986). Andrews et at. (1986). Sharman (1987). Brady (1985).

Dedrick & Strath (1986), Hoy & Brown (1986) and Johnson & Venable (1986).

'The Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ, Form xii) developed by

Stagdill (1963) was used to collect these data.

30gawa and Hart (1983) estimated that 5q of the variance in student achie'.e-

ment in the schools in their tudy was attributable to the principals. Robinson and Wit -

tebots (1986) claimed that. given the choice of training principals, training teacheis or

reducing class size. training principals is the most cost effective strategy. Neithi

these studies could be considered conclusive. however.

Such estimates of impact. it should be noted. are complicated by their dependence

on context.

"Parts of this dimension might best be viewed as "internal mental proce-ses" or

,totes. It is reviewed in this -ector. however. in the interest of pre,,entinv a more

coherent description.

9-Johnson & Venable (1986). Sussman (1986). Taylor (1986). Dwyer C1986). Wat-

-,on et al. (1985). Meter (1986). Mangle(' and .rnn (1985). Shat man (1987). Stanaid

(1986). Russell. Mozzarella. White and Maurer (1985). Larsen (1987). High &

(198C.).
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Methodological Characteristicc of Original Empirical Studies
Reviev.ed

Authors Design Subjects Sample Size
Acnieved,

Sources.
Instruments

Sampling.
Procedures

Ir:11,1:1".ItIcn
r-, ., i_-...1

A:pe.rn 1987, Case Study School 1 Intemews Selected P
Multiple roles 14 Infoi mal
Multiple roles Not repreported :ntertews

Documents

Ancrews. Soder & Surf-.2. Teachers 67 Questionnaire T.Ital ;opulation P E
-Jac.-:oy :-.36. Students 2 145 198.4 Achiesement 1 - -houl iistrct

2 303 1385 vest
351.5 California

Ac"eement .

Te-t

Ai ubayi :986)
S

Survey Secondary
Pi incipals

13:3 Que.:iann tli, Ra,,,i.lin P

Begely .1988) Multiple Case Principals 15 sites Intel . ,e% s Seie....Ze1 . M
Study Computer 1 Ai cheat aata

Consultants

Blase. Dedrick Survey Teachers 168 Questionnaire Selected P .F:
Strache 1986)
ES

Br adeson 1986 Multiple Case Principals 3 Inter ies.cs Selected P
E.S) Study Obser%atwns

'Documents
test

Brady .1985) Survey 'Principals 20 'Questionnaires "Stratified P F.E
(E) 'Leaders 252 proportional

syst..)matic
selec,:ion"

Bredeson Multiple Case Elementary 2 'Observation Selected \l P
. E.S) Study principals shadowing"

Secondary
principals

.3

Brubaker & Survey Principals 370 Questionnaires N)t :ep....rte.i OI
Simi:n
1987)
E S.

(_ Aol'Aed & ,.irvey Principals 200 Questionnaire Not clear I M
P iui Ass-t 100
:384

princ.ba _

S

C :1 a E.. r-, i n & ,-....urt ey Multiple roles 60 Inter.:ews Selected I
Ett31,41

Cater 1985 Multiple Case -Principals Interiews Selected P
S Study Other school 45

,statT

Coleman &
ATer 1987.

Survey Students 25.000 .achievement
rests

Random

S. Indices of
student
characteristics

4 3
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Authors Desig: Subjects Sample Size
Ac hie% ed)

Sources.
Instruments

Sarnpl:ng
Pi rxedures

In!'ormation
Pro% Hied

Cousins . forthcoming'
E

Multiple Case
Study

Principals
Super-
intendents

Teachers
Parents

4 sites Interviews
Archi%al data

Selected E M

Craw -.on & Morris
.1965
E S

Multiple Case
Study

Elementary
principal::
Secondary

princ i pais

- Obseration Selected 1.34

D iresn
,::

E.
Sane!. Prinicpals o Inter% iew i Selected I

Da% es 1967;
E'

Muth* Case
Study

Principals 4 'Obser\ ations St. iet. ted

Dwyer
1966
ES

Multiple Case
Studies

'Schools
Principals
Teachers.
students
and others

12
11
not reported

Inter views
Observations

Seiecl-ed . F

Ehiametalor
1965.
E;

Survey Principals
School
inspectors

177
Not reported

uestionnaires Random
_,elected

I.P

Ford Foundation
,198-t)

Multiple Case
Study

'School staffs 110 schools 'Interviews
Observations

Selected P

Fullan. Anderson
& Newton
1986)

. s;

Multiple Cal,.
Study

Super-
intendents

'Consultants
Principals
leachers

32
37 159)
16
32

II.tcnNiew
'Questionnaire

All supt. ..scry
officers
Randon Selected
others

E.M

Gaily
1966
S

Multiple Case
Studies

Principals S Observation selected

Glasrnan .1965,
E

Survey Highly_ .
etTecrive
elementary
pr.netpais
Ineffective

principals

17i.

7

Questionnaire Selected
. 'super.ior -
nominee)

NI.P

C-ousha
1.?i6
E S.

Suey Prinipals 630 Questionnaire Total population
in one state

I.P.N1

Gunn. Holdaway
196.6.
S)

Surrey Prtnc:pals
Prirticipals

13:', .questio"-
naires;

10 interviews)

Questionnaires
'Inter % sews

Tot -.1 popiat.on
Volunteer

I.M

Hart . 1q87,
S)

Case Study 'Principal 1 Observations
Interviews
Documents

Selected I.NI

Huddle 1966.
. S,

Multiple Case
Study

School staffs 571 schools Inter.iews
Observations

Selected E

d 4
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Authors Design Suojects Sample Size
Arnie% ed.

Sources
Instruments

Sampling
Procedures

Info! motion
Pt o' idea

Hoy & Brown
1c4643
E

Surrey -Teachers ,n
schools 46

994 Questionnaires Selected within
1 rounty

P E

Hugh. .Achilles
1'186
E. S

Modified Outlier
Plus Sur-ey

'Schools
Teachers

riPnLipals
St4,dents

10
Not reported
..0
Not reported

Questionnaires Selected 4k. hook
Obser%ations High achie%inlY,

Interwir Ns .ind. 'Other ,.

Achieehlent tell schools

'CAT'.

P

;Ahr...)ri &
', 1 1:,e 1986'
E

urNey Schools
nips

Teachers

"fl
70
650

Questionnaires Selecte,i
Inteniews

P E

hingdon
19,5,
E

Multiple Case
Studies

Principals Dail!. l..),gc. Selei tee'
Obser. tuns

P I

Kottkamp & Travlos
966)
S.

Suney Principals
Teacher,

74
Not reported

Ques.tionnaire Sele,-Eei
Random, .,,,thin

ie:ec-_ed schools

'..M

Larsen
1937;
E1

Sure!, Principals
Teachers

89
421

Questionnaires :.,:eiected
zitratiried

? E

Leithwood
19661
SI

Surrey Principal 159 Questionnaire Selected E.M

Leithwood &
Stager
;1986)
.,E)

Multiple Case
Study

Principals 22 Interview Selected E.N1

Leithwood &
Stager
1.367,..
E

Multiple Case
Study

Principals 22 Interview Selected M

L.psitz 1984;
S.

Multiple Case
Study

'School staffs 4 schools Obser% ation Selected [.P

Louis
in press.
S,

Sure
Case studies

Principals
School salTs

219
5

Questionnaire Selected
Intersiews Selected

Nlan,Teri &
Arnn :9)35.
S

Surrey Secondar:,
principals

111 'Questionnaire Selected P

March &
Ste' ens
1967,
E

Surrey Principals i2 Inter% ie.,v Selected P M

Mar :Li.
Grec !,eld
ia? '

SI

Multiple Case
Study

Vice P-incipe.is :3 Obervation Selected
filter% iews

1

Martin
1985/
SI

Surrey
--.

Principals
Teachers

1-3 approx.)
195 .approi..)

Questionnaire Total population
within 1 state)

P.I
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Author* Design Subjects Sample Size
At.hie%ed,

Sources
Instruments

Sampling
Procedures

Information
Pro% ided

McColskey.
.Aitschuld.
Lawton 1985,

Survey Secondary
principals

15.3 Questionnaire Total population
of Ohio secondary
principals :n
schools w ith
mote than
1000 --tudents

I.N1.P

Montgomet le
McIntosh Sr,
Mattson
1?87
E S.

Repeated sur.eys
.3 in total;

'Teachers
School
adminis...1 atc...s

:-uper-
ntendents

Board :..hairs

286
240
83
65

Questionnaires
Interview,

Cluster Sample
t andom

Total population
w itnin I egicm

P.ercon
1986,
E

Multiple Case
StudLes

Principals 4 interviews
Obser% anon,

Se,ected I.N1 P

Pfeifer
1986)
E.S'

Sur. ey Teachers 85 Interview Se:ected P

Reed. Himmler
.1985,
S.

Multiple Case
Study

Secondary
Assistant
Principals

4 'Inter iews
Observations
Documents

Selected P I

Reynolds
087;
ES i

Survey Principals
- men
- women

24
i12,
i l'n

-Interviews Selected I..M.P

Rourche & Baker
.19861
t.S:

Survey 'Teachers
Principals
'Schools

89
34
154

'Questionnaires
Ratincr scales.

Selected

Russell et al
(1987)
"5)

Survey 'Super-
intendents

'Principals

72 Intervicws
Document

analysis

Selected I,P M

Sarros & Friesen
1987;
ES

Survey Trincipals
'Ass't principals

66
62

Questionnaire Total Population
One district

I,M

Sharman 1987.
E'

Survey Teachers
Schools

155
22

Questionnaires Total population
one district

P E

Soarkes 198b,
.S' I

Survey Principals 416 Questionnaires Total population
New fourdland

& Labrador

I.M

Stanard 1986
S

Case Study Principal
Members of

school board
Sc. community

1

Not reported
Observation
Inter.le..s
Questionnaire:

Selected P

Sussman
1986'
E.

Case Study Pi incipais
Teachers

Community
administrators

1

11
dNot reported

Not reported

Interviews
Documents
Observation

Selected P E

Taylor
19861
E

Survey Principals 22 'Interviews
'Observations

Selected M.P

43
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Authors Design Subjects Sample Site
Achie%eci)

Sources,
Instruments

Sampling
Procedures

Information
Pro% vied

Tracy i 19851
,El

Survey Principals 234 Questionnaires Random I.M

Truer St
Leithwood
in press

Multiple Case
Study

Elementary
principal
SecondarN

principal

15 Interview Random E.M

Watson
`1985
,E SI

Survey Teachers 1294 Questionnaire Total population
within 1 school

..ystem

P I

WIl hams
19g3
E S

Sunny Element.li %
princ:oai
Junior
High prncipals
High ichooi

pi incipals

4 Inter%iews Random P F


